
Luxury birthing clinics spur 
cesarean ‘epidemic’ in Brazil

RIO DE JANEIRO: Thais Faria sank into a leather
love seat, relaxing under the ministrations first of a
masseuse, then a manicurist and finally a hair-
dresser-cum-makeup artist. Not 24 hours after her
daughter was born via cesarean, Faria was being
pampered at an upscale Rio de Janeiro maternity
clinic. Cesarean births aren’t typically associated
with luxury. But the procedures have become de
rigueur among Brazil’s wealthy, with new mothers
at some high-end clinics enjoying beauty treat-
ments after the operation in a culture that has
come to regard births as glamorous social events -
equal parts spa, cocktail party and family get-
together. In private clinics nationwide, C-sections
account for more than eight of every 10 births.

Authorities want to turn the tide on what
Health Ministry officials have called an “epidemic”
of cesareans births in the country, with Brazil now
the world’s No. 2 recipient of C-sections, second
only to China in raw numbers. They have
designed new rules aimed at discouraging the
procedure when it’s medically unnecessary, say-
ing C-sections dramatically raise the risk of respira-
tory problems for the infant and death for the
mother.

Status symbols 
C-sections aren’t more costly than natural

births, but many Brazilian doctors prefer to per-
form surgeries, which end up being more lucra-
tive and more convenient over the long run
because they can be scheduled during regular
work hours. The vast majority of Brazil’s mothers-
to-be also prefer C-sections, which have become
something of a status symbol. Even in the coun-
try’s poor public hospitals, where any Brazilian can
seek free health care, C-sections represent around
40 percent of deliveries - more than the United
States’ 33 percent cesarean rate, which public
health experts consider high. In France, C-sections
account for around 20 percent of births; in
Sweden, 17 percent.

“The very special first meeting of mother and
child has been transformed into a party. And any
party has to have a specific time and place, so
hence the cesareans,” said Dr. Marcos Dias, a Rio

obstetrician who advocates natural childbirth.
At the Perinatal private clinic, where Faria gave

birth to her first child, women reserve their spot
upon learning of their pregnancies, booking their
cesareans months in advance. Fridays are the
most popular, because they allow for weekend
visits by friends and family.

Ostensibly aimed at bolstering new mom’s
self-esteem, Shiatsu massages, mani-pedis and
makeovers to prepare fatigued new mothers for
their close-ups are included in the standard pack-
age at the Perinatal. With its uniformed bellhops
pushing luggage-laden roller carts and a cafe
serving flutes of Champagne, the clinic more
resembles a boutique hotel than a hospital.

In clinics like Perinatal, most new mothers
have medical insurance that cover the $4,200
price tag of the C-sections, plus a three-day stay in
a private room. But that cost can rise considerably.
Women with deep pockets can also choose from
a selection of pricey extras including personalized
room decorations that average about $400, cam-
era and video crews to document the big event
and in-room catered buffets costing about $200-
$400. For an extra $270, they can rent the Cine
Perinatal, a private room where up to 14 guests
can follow the birth on a giant flat screen TV as
they nibble on hors d’oeuvres. The clinic’s seven
deluxe suites aren’t covered by health insurance
plans and run an extra $500 for the standard
three-night stay.

‘Part of the package’ 
New mother Faria chose a deluxe suite and also

splurged on personalized decorations. Pink bears
that held balloons emblazoned with newborn
Rafaella’s name decorated the two-room suite.
Bears concocted of pink sugar sat atop a multi-
tiered cake, the centerpiece of a spread that
included bottles of bubbly, their labels papered
over with pink stickers reading “Rafaella.” “The birth
of your child is such a special event, it’s only natural
that you want it to be perfect,” said Faria, a 29-year-
old dentist whose long, perfectly blown out locks
and natural-look makeup belied the fact she’d
undergone major surgery a day before. — AP 
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BANGKOK: A 20-year-old German
woman died at a popular Thai resort
island after being stung by a box jellyfish,
police said yesterday, the third reported
fatality in Thailand in 14 months from
one of the world’s most toxic jellyfish.
Police Lt Col Thewet Pruemsut said the
woman was taking an evening swim
Tuesday when she was stung by the jelly-
fish, whose sting can kill an adult within
minutes. A friend of the woman, also a

German tourist, was stung on the hand
by a jellyfish but survived, he said.

The other two recent deaths from box
jellyfish occurred at another popular
island in the Gulf of Thailand, Koh
Phangan, known for the infamous Full
Moon Party. A Thai woman died there
after being stung this past August, while
a 5-year-old French boy died from a sting
in August 2014. Police on Samui met yes-
terday with business owners and munici-

pal officials to discuss how to prevent
future casualties from box jellyfish, which
are not common to most parts of
Thailand.

“Business owners are afraid that put-
ting up warning signs would reduce the
number of tourists, but we explained the
necessity of this practice,” Thewet said. He
said that jellyfish are typically found in
Thai waters during the rainy season,
which runs roughly from June through

October. Thon Thamrongnawasawat, a
marine biology expert and vice dean of
the fisheries department at Bangkok’s
Kasetsart University, said that in the past
seven years the numbers of box jellyfish
in Thailand have increased due to several
factors, including global warming, waste
released from the shore that attracts jelly-
fish seeking food into shallow waters,
and a decline in the numbers of sea tur-
tles that eat jellyfish.

Unlike many other jellyfish, box jelly-
fish do not float on the sea surface but
swim deeper and are harder to see, he
said, making it advisable not to swim at
night. Box jellyfish have tentacles that
can reach 3 meters long. The sting is so
excruciating that many victims go into
shock and drown. Those who make it out
of the water often die from the venom,
which quickly attacks the heart and nerv-
ous system. — AP 

RIO DE JANEIRO: In this Aug 2, 2012 file photo, Daniele Coelho holds her
newborn daughter, Hadassa, as doctors finish her caesarean section at the
Perinatal Clinic. —AP 

PARIS: Poor farmers the world over are increas-
ingly falling prey to natural disasters, droughts
and torrential rain largely due to climate change.
But there is some good news as well. Thanks to
new technologies, the widespread use of satel-
lites, and more powerful computers such events
can largely be predicted in advance, thus making
possible novel and more efficient insurance
schemes for those at risk.

In earlier times, a natural disaster or sustained
inclement weather would be followed by a
tedious and lengthy insurance process with an
expert being sent out to a farm to inspect the
damage: too costly in poor or emerging countries
where small holdings are often located in the
back of beyond. But all that is in the past. Now cli-
mate-linked insurance schemes are increasingly
helping protect poor farmers against bad har-
vests. 

These so-called index-insurance schemes differ
from traditional indemnity coverage in that they
are based on factors such as rainfall rather than
actual measured loss, and kick in the moment a
threshold fixed in advance is breached.

One key advantage is that the transaction
costs are lower, making index insurance financial-
ly viable for private-sector insurers and affordable
to small farmers. This is critical for vulnerable
growers whose fortunes are waning by the day.
“For many farmers, climate change means basical-

ly more bad years,” said Daniel Osgood, an expert
on index-linked insurance at Columbia University.
“For them, adaptation means taking advantage of
the remaining years.”

Index-linked insurance drastically cuts costs for
farmers, giving them more spare cash for fertiliz-
ers and seeds and help them avoid penury by
bypassing distressed sales of assets to escape the
debt trap. “They have opportunities to improve
productivity in normal years by, for example, tak-
ing a loan to improve the productivity of their
seeds,” Osgood said. But only a fraction of such
farmers have been benefitted so far.

‘Simple products’ 
“Out of 400 to 500 million farmers who are

potential candidates for index-based insurance
only 40 to 50 million have had coverage so far,”
said Gilles Galludec, the head of World Bank-run
Global Index Insurance Facility. The majority of
them are in emerging countries such as India-
where a healthy monsoon is vital for the agricul-
ture sector-and China, Mexico, Brazil, Kenya,
Ethiopia and Senegal.

Pilot projects have multiplied in the past 15
years. In Kenya and Rwanda, 230,000 farmers and
maize, sorghum, coffee and wheat cultivators
have taken advantage of the scheme to protect
themselves against drought, excessive rain and
storms. On an average, such farmers have been

able to invest 19 percent more in their farms and
earned 16 percent more than those who did not
enjoy such insurance cover.

“We wanted simple products with a simple
message,” said Benjamin Njenga, the head of busi-
ness analysis at Acre, a Kenyan company running
index insurance schemes. Their solutions are inno-
vative. Like a farmer buying seeds in a packet with
a scratch off code, the number of which is sent to
insurer Acre, which can then localize the farmer
and register the purchase.

If there is a compensation claim, payment is
transferred directly to the farmer’s mobile phone
to buy a new packet. The price of index insurance
plans is usually around 10 Euros ($11) per season
but can vary depending on the weather and the
value of the crops grown. If the figure is too steep
for some farmers, other actors can intervene to
subsidize the premium, experts say, citing seed
and fertilizer manufacturers and retailers, banks,
farm cooperatives and even governments.

Experts also say the success of index-based
insurance also hinges on trust that science is not
being used to benefit one party over another and
have also stressed the need for a completely neu-
tral arbiter to determine what kind of climate vari-
ation deserves a payout. They also stress on the
financial backing of governments for such
schemes and a regulatory mechanism to prevent
misuse. — AFP 
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MANILA: Environmentalists from different climate activist organizations display placards during a briefing. — AFP  
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